IMAE - International Master in Applied Ecology - Erasmus Mundus masters Course
APPLICATION TO MASTERS COURSE AND SCHOLARSHIP
2013-2015 EDITION - DEADLINE: 2013, JANUARY, 8TH
This document is a guideline to help you to prepare and complete your application form. You will find previews of
the form. Please do not use this document as the application form. In order to apply you must fill the form
directly on IMAE website.
Notice that when you will start to fill the online form, it will not be possible to save the information and keep

going later. Everything should be done in one time.

A. Applicant's personal details
All fields are required in the Applicants Personal Details section

Indicate which category and check the “yes, I understand” checkbox before proceeding to the next step of
the form.

B. Curriculum Vitae Europass (attached to the application):

Make sure you have the CV following the Europass model. Check the checkbox to indicate that you have joint
the CV

C. Actual position or activity

All the fields are required. Please describe your current activity in 1000 characters

D. Elements on applicant’s motivation
In the D.1 field please explain briefly (1000
signs) your qualities, skills, competences which
are the most relevant to support your
application.

In the D.2 field please explain briefly (1000
signs) how and why the IMAE program will be
helpful for your future professional project.
These arguments will be used to understand
your preferences for elective specialization (see
section G).

E. Academic qualifications

Please indicate all information about your degree of
qualification. Notice that you can add any relevant
additional degrees.

F. English Language proficiency
Indicate the type of test that proves your English
proficiency.
Note: The minimum requirement is TOEFL IBT 92 or
IELTS 6.5. If you have not the certificate at the date of
the application, explain why in a separate letter and
send the certified proficiency as soon as possible.

Native English speakers are relieved of this document. See list of countries where English is one of the official
national language. )
Please indicate if you speak other languages.

G. Applicant's preference for specialization (periods P3 and P4 in year 2, cf. IMAE Study program):
Note: Indicate your first choice and your second
choice. Your choice is taken into account during the
selection process and, if selected, the offer made by
the selection committee will respect one of your
choices.

H. References
Important: You will have to provide the details for
two references.
Note: Applicant must upload electronic copies of
references signed letters.
The references can be sending directly by email to
jps@zoo.uc.pt. The object of your email should be
entitled: "IMAE application - Reference letter Applicant XXXX" where "XXXX" should be replaced
by the applicant's ID provided when you registered
on the platform of Coimbra.

I. Declaration
Before submitting your form, please fill-in the
declaration section.
Please check the “Yes, I apply to Master Courses
‘International Master in Applied Ecology’”
box.
Submit your application form.
Check your email in order to proceed to the next
steps for application.

